
7.0 FACING
General Rule

'--/ Facing deals with the general orientation of a unit or group of units within a terrain feature or square formation.
The direction in which a unit is "faced" indicates the unit's general march direction for movement purposes and the
unit's field of firepower for combat purposes. Facing restrictions vary according to a unit's type, formation, and
morale status. In general, however, all units except units which possess all-around facing must be oriented in a
single, unambiguous direction whenever on the tabletop.

Procedure
Each unit can have it's figures oriented only in one directionunless exempt from facing restrictions (7.20). Thus,

a unit can draw across the front of the unit's figures a line bordering all the figures in the front rank.

A unit(s) may perform facing or formation changes in any order...ie perform facing then formation or

formation then facing changes. A player cannot perform facing...formation and then another facing change

in the same Movement Phase with the same unit.

F.10] Facing Front, Flanks or Rear

[7,11] Each unit has a front, a flank and a rear facing unless exempt under 7.20 below. The effects of these facings

are outlined in sections 7.40, 7 .50 and 7.60.

U .l2l The front or frontal facing of a unit is defined as the front edge, the direction of march and the direction

which combative firepower and shock combat can be directed against enemy units. In short, it is the direction which
the figures have facing against the enemy (see diagram 7.15).

t7.131 A unit is engaged in the flank if ALL OF THE ATTACKING FIGURES are behind 22' of the frontal face

and not within 22' of the rear facing of the unit (see diagram 7.15).

[7.14] Rear facing is defined as within 22' of the rear facing of the unit (see diagram 7.14a).

[7.20] Units which are Exempt liom Facing Restrictions

_) l7 .2ll The following units are always considered to possess all-around facing regardless of how the unit is oriented

on the tabletop:

^. 
Infantry units in Skirmish or open order formation.

b. Infantry units within a square formation.
c. Infantrv units formed as a "all around" formation. This is similar to a square but lacks the defensive

abilities against cavalry shock combat.
d. Command figures and headquarter bases.
e. Artillery or train crew figure detached from their cannon base.

t7.221 A unit which possesses all-around facing has no flanks or rear. The unit is considered to be facing all

directions.

l7 .231 Linear terrain allows a linear formation close order unit to conform to the terrain curves. Examples of such

terrain would be hedges, walls, stream/river bank edge.

[7.30] How a unit's Facing may be changed

[7.31] During the Facing/Formation Phase, the Phasing Player may reorient any unit he controls. There is no

Movement cost to reorient a unit during the Facing/Formation Phase.

I7 .321 A unit may change both the facing and the formation during the Facing/Formation Phase but may not perform

two different facing operations on the same Facing/Formation Phase.

[7.33] Afterthe Facing/FormationPhase is concluded, no unitmay change facing (exception7.34) in relationto

enemy units except by physical movement of the figures in the Movement Phase. The allowed ability to change

facing is called "wheeling" the unit. Measure from the corner point of the unit and pivot the unit from the other

corner point. The distance measured on the outer edge of the wheeling arc is deducted from the base movement
distance of the unit. A unit can pafiially wheel and then march forward or vis-a-verse.

l7 .341 Each time a artillery unit (banery) changes formation from limber to unlimbered status or vis-a-verse, the
artillery unit is permitted a free facing change.



[7.35] Skirmish (open) order formations have no wheeling or facing movement restrictions. Only terrain may restrict
their movement range (see terrain rules).
[7.36] There are two involuntary formation which reflect a unit's morale status; Morale Disordered and Routed.
Unit's suffering a Morale Disordered status may change facing but units under Routed morale status cannot change
facing.
t7.371 (Optional Rule) At the end of each Phase, any unit found to be ambiguously faced is automaticallyplaced
into a morale disordered formation.

p.401 How Facing Effects Movement
[7.41] As a unit moves across the tabletop, the direction of march must be directly forward and 90' to frontal face.
changing direction requires a wheeling movement (exception 7.42) to establish a new direction of march and/or
continuance of movement in the new direction.
[7.42] Infantry or cavalry units with a total formation width of I ll2" or less require no wheeling movement due
to their nzrrow width. This is defined as 3 figures of 3 rank based infantry, 2 figures of 2 rank based infantry or
1 cavalry figure.
[7.43] Skirmish (open) order formation figures have no wheeling movement restrictions. They can always move 10"
in any direction or movement path on the table top unless restricted by the terrain movement rules.

[7.44] Unit's suffering a routed morale status are always placed facing away from the enemy units.

[7.45] Units which successfully rally remain in the same column formation and facing with one figure reversed to
symbolize the morale disordered stafus.

p.501 How Facing Effects Fire Combat
t7.511 All units without all-around facing can only fire from the frontal facing outward up to a maximum of 22'
inclination angle fire (see diagram 7.56)

[7.52] Units with all-around facing may fire in any direction.

[7.53] A unit may be fired upon from any direction.
L7 .541 A unit which is fired upon through either of it's flank sides is automatically considered a massed or enfilade
target. To receive the enfilade firepower benefit, the firing unit must be able to; a) fire along the entire length of
the target formation AND, b) the target formation cannot fire back at the firing unit since the firing unit is outside
the 22' inclination angle.
t7 .551 A unit may be fired upon if it attempts to change its facing within a Minimum Range Fire Zone (see 1 1 . 8 1) .
The Phasing Player must announce to his opponent player these opportunity firings. Thus, they are called
"opportunity fire".

p.601 How Facing Effects Shock Combat
[7.61] A unit may only execute a shock combat action through its frontal facing.
17.621 A unit which possess all-around facing square and is in close order formation may execute a shock combat
attack in any direction. Note that Skirmisher (open) order formations cannot enter the Minimum Range Fire Zone
of a formed unit unless under terrain protection (9.43) or execute a shock combat action since they are in a skirmish
(open) order formation.
17 .631 A unit may be subject to a shock combat attack from any direction.

U .641 A unit defending from shock combat in the flank or rear facing counts 2 figures for the entire dq.fending unit. ' ,
Artillery and train units count the figures present with the unit. . .)#H;;;-S'rr-'^'il ffi;; 
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t7.651 A cavalry in a state of declared charge projects a Charge Zone through its front"al facing outward equal to fqte-gq
the normal movement distance for that cavalry unit (10" to 16"). The Charge Zone inclination angle is the same
as for firing. ..22' inclination angle. This Charge Zone effects Morale and Movement capability of enemy units (see
12.90 and 15.00)


